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Meaningful and long-term partnerships lie at the very heart of IBM’s success and
strategy. The Power of Partnerships Season -1 celebrated our collaborative journey
with our ecosystem partners. Season - 2 is bigger and bolder  and will witness the

coming together of our Partners and Clients. This three-way conversation will
showcase some of the most successful digital transformational journeys supported

by IBM and our partner ecosystem.
 

In this AI special episode, Sandip Patel, Managing Director, IBM I/SA; Rahul Deshpande, Global Practice Delivery
Head and Business Solutions Head for AI Solutions Practice, Wipro Limited and Siddhesh Naik, Country Leader, Data,
AI & Automation software, Technology Sales, IBM I/SA discuss how Wipro and IBM are leveraging their Power of
Partnership to unlock business drivers that will accelerate AI adoption and the key AI trends of 2023.
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